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A link in a manifold M is an embedding of a disjoint union of spheres in M. In this paper, 
we consider the isotopy classification of links in ?kf. Haefliger [ 11, [2], has obtained a classi- 
fication when M = S”. The present work is related to Haefliger’s; we obtain a classification 
of links in M” in terms of an exact sequence, one of whose terms is the group of links in Sm. 
We also obtain a similar classification for framed links, i.e. links whose components are 
spheres carrying a normal frame. 
The paper is divided into six parts. In $1, we state the relevant definitions; the classifica- 
tion theorems are given in $2 and 56. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proofs 
of the theorems. 
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the Ph.D. degree at the University of California, Berkeley. The author wishes to express his 
gratitude to Professor Levine and to Professors M. Hirsch and G. Bredon for many helpful 
ideas and for much useful advice; and to Mr. Ed Clinton for other assistance. 
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In this section, we examine the set of isotopy classes of framed links in a manifold, 
and obtain a type of classification of them by means of an exact sequence. As a corollary 
we also get some information on the set of isotopy classes of unframed links in a manifold. 
A classification of unframed links in a sphere has already been given by Haefliger [l], [2]. 
As far as possible, our notation is consistent with his. 
In the following, all manifolds are smooth and orientable, and all diffeomorphisms are 
orientation preserving. 
Let Mm be a closed manifold. Let (p) = (pl, . . . p,) be integers with pi > 0. By a (p)-link 
in M, we mean an oriented submanifold Kcp) = Kp’ LJ . . . u KPp where each Kpi is diffeo- 
morphic to the standard pi-sphere. The Kpi will be called the components of Kcp). 
By a (p)-link embedding in M we mean an embedding f: SP’ v . .. u SPr --+ M of a 
disjoint union of spheres in M. Thus, the image off is a (p)-link in the sense of the pre- 
ceding paragraph. 
t Partially supported by NSF grants Nos. GP-5603 and GP-5798. 
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Two (p)-links Krcp’, Kcp’ in M are said to be isotopic if there is a continuous family F, 
of diffeomorphisms of M such that F, = 1 and FL(KLcp’) = Kltp), preserving orientation. 
Using results of Smale [3] and Haefliger [I], there is a l-1 correspondence between the set 
of h-cobordism classes of links (defined in the usual way) and the set of isotopy classes of 
links, provided the co-dimension of any component of any link is greater than 2. 
There is also a corresponding definition for isotopy of (p)-link embeddings. Two @)-link 
embeddings f, g: S*’ u.. . u Spr+ MareisotopicifthereisasmoothmapF: (Sp’ u ***u Spr 
x I+Msuch that F(x, 0) =f(x), F(.r, 1) =g( x , an ) d such that F(x, t) is always an embedding. 
We will be interested in both @)-link embeddings and the links themselves; exact 
sequences are obtained which have an interpretation for either object. There is a close 
connection between the two. It is essentially given by an exact sequence relating embeddings 
of spheres and knots. The sequence in the unframed case is 
which holds for n 2 5. ([4], $1.19). Here C,4 is the set of concordance classes of embeddings 
of S” c S”+q; tll, the set of h-cobordism classes of submanifolds of Sri+++ with the homo- 
topy type of S”, and 0, , the group of homotopy n-spheres. An analogous sequence holds in 
the framed case ([4], $5.5): 
. ..~FC~-*FO~-.e,~FC,4_,-*.... 
As in [I], we can define an addition of @)-links with non-intersecting components by 
taking the componentwise connected sum. To do this, let K,(p) and Kzcp) be links with non- 
intersecting components. Join K;’ to K2p’ by a thin tube to give a new embedded pi-sphere 
by constructing disjoint embeddings ri : Df x [- I, + l] + Mm such that Ti 1 Dp’ x (-1) 
and ri 1 Dp’ x { + 1) are embeddings in KP’ and K2p’, respectively, and are respectively 
orientation-preserving and orientation-reversing. Since the components of the links are 
non-intersecting, Im Ti is disjoint from Klp’ u Kip) u Im Tj if i # j.t We will always be 
working in the metastable range with 2m 2 3p + 4 and M(2p - nz + 2)-connected, where 
p = max pi, so that the connected sum of two links depends only on their isotopy classes 
and not on the paths chosen to connect them. If Kp) and KY) are framed links (see below), 
we can similarly define a framed connected sum by extending the framings over the tubes 
joining the components. 
We will use this operation occasionally, but it is not defined in general, unless h4 = R” 
or Sm. Similar remarks apply to (p>link embeddings. 
By the trivial, or zero link, we mean a link K (P) which is the boundary of a disjoint union 
of discs in A4 or M x [0, co). These definitions coincide exeept for low dimensions and for 
co-dimension 2. Any two trivial links are isotopic. 
We make parallel definitions for framed @)-links and framed (p)-link embeddings. By a 
framed (p)-link in M, we shall mean an oriented submanifold Jcp) = Jp’ v * * * u Jpr, where 
each Jp* is diffeomorphic to Kpi x Dm-pr and KPi is itself diffeomorphic to the standard 
t This description is from Haefliger [I]. 
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pi-sphere. Similarly, a framed (p)-link embedding is an embedding f: U (S p’ x D m-p‘) + M 
of a disjoint union of tubes in M. Alternatively, we can define a framed @)-link embedding 
as an embedding of a disjoint union of spheres together with an actual framing of the 
normal bundle. We use the notation .Ipi = (KPi, FmTp*) in this case. We will use whichever 
definition is more convenient; the second definition is in some ways preferable because the 
orientation of the link is then clear. 
There is also the trivialframed link. Each sphere in the trivial link bounds a disc and we 
can use the standard framing on the disc to frame the components. Similar remarks apply 
to the trivial framed (p)-link embeddin g; the trivial (p)-link embedding is that one in which 
each sphere is null-isotopic, and carries a framing that extends to a disjoint union of discs 
which bound the link. 
We denote the LCp,(M), or by LCpI, . . . . PF) (M), the set of cobordism classes of @)-links 
in M, and by FL,(M) of FLCp,, . . . pPj (M) the set of h-cobordism classes of framed @)-links 
in M. We also denote by L@,(M) and F&,,(M) the corresponding sets of isotopy classes of 
@)-link embeddings. As mentioned before, these sets are not in general groups, unless 
M = R”‘+l or Sm. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let FLCp,(M) be the set of h-cobordism classes of framed (p)-links in M. 
Let p = max pi and assume that (1) 2m 2 3p + 4 and (2) M is (2p - m -t 2)-connected. 
Then the following is an exact sequence in the category of pointed sets: 
Q c 
* *. -+ FLt,,+t(Sm+k) -+ FL,,,&4 X Rk) -+ 
c np,+,$td X Rk) If FL(p,+k- l(Sm+k- ‘>+ -- * 
Pi E (P) 
r 
- - - + FL (p)+ I@“+ ‘12 FL,,,. IW x RI A 
c np, + I(M x R) 2 FL,,,(S”) 4 FL,,,(M) 
PC E (P) 
Here IF = I + a; these are defined below. I is essentially an intersection invariant. Moreover 
the exactness at FL(,)(M) is “ strong “, in the sense that the action of the group FLCpj(Sm+k) 
on FL,,,(M x Rk) (defined in $3) is compatible with q, i.e. if a E FLtpj+k(Sm+k) and 1, is 
the basepoint of FLfp)+k(M x R 5, then q(a) = a . f,, . 
Remarks. (1) The sequence is not infinite: The leftmost term is FL(,,+,(S”+s where 
k = min(2m - 3p - 4, d> and M is ((2~ - m + 2) + a-connected. 
(2) There is a similar short exact sequence for unframed links. This is discussed in $6. 
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(3) In the above sequence, it will be seen that even though 1 n,,(M) and FL,,(S”) 
are groups, Z,is not a homormophism. (It isa homomorphism at the higher terms). IMoreover, 
Z = 0 for k > 0; for, given a framed embedding of spheres in M x R, it is always possible 
to translate one into ici x [l, co) and the other into M x (- co, I], so that they are disjoint. 
Thus Z vanishes, and Im Z= 0; and for k > 0, Z, = LX. 
(4) Conditions (1) and (2) restrict our links to lie in the stable range. Thus the results 
of Haefliger [5] and [6] apply, and we can identify the isotopy classes of embedded spheres 
with elements of the appropriate homotopy group. We will usually do this without explicit 
mention in the sequel. 
§3 
We now define the maps occurring in the exact sequence of Theorem 1. We give defini- 
tions for k = 0 but will not give separate definitions for the unframed case; all of the 
following definitions restrict in the obvious way to unframed links or link embeddings and 
generalize in the obvious way for k > 0. 
The map c: F&,,(M) + c n,,(M) assigns to each (p)-link Kcp) an r-tuple consisting 
Pie(P) 
of the homotopy (and hence isotopy) classes of its components. For the basepoint in 
E&,)(M), we take the class of the trivial @)-link, and for the basepoint in c xp,(M), the 
r-tuple 0 = (0, . . ., 0); thus c is clearly basepoint preserving. c can analagously be defined 
on the sets L(,)(M), L,,,(M) and F&,,(M). 
A @)-link KcP) in S” lies in the complement of a point. Thus, we may think of it as 
being contained in a disc D” and follow the inclusion Kcp) c D” by an embedding of D” 
in M. By Palais [lo], all such embeddings are isotopic. Hence the resulting link which we 
denote by &K(P)), is well defined. Note that every such (p(KcP)) is “null-homotopic” in the 
sense that every component of cp(K”‘) is a null-homotopic sphere in M.7 cp sends the frames 
on the spheres by the differential of D” c Mm. 
There is also an action of FL,,,(S”) on F&,,(M) which can be described as follows. 
Let Kcp) be a (p)-link in S” and Kip) a @)-link in M. Form the connected sum of &Ycp)) 
and KY). This can always be done since we can always make cp(KcP’) and Kip) disjoint, and 
defines the action. 
To define Z we use the intersection invariant o of Haefliger (cf. [7], p. 245-07, or Wall 
[S], part I, p. 255.f). Later we shall extend the definition of Z to deal with intersections of 
submanifolds more general than discs, but we shall retain the symbol Z for this generalized 
intersection invariant. The extension of Z to intersections of more general submanifolds 
makes use of the work of Wells [9], who has studied an invariant similar to the invariant w 
discussed in this section. 
We now give one way to define w; the definition given here is that in [8]. Other defini- 
tions following the other references are equivalent to it up to sign. Let M be an m-dimensional 
7 We shall use this terminology in the sequel. 
$ Neither Haefliger nor Wall use the symbol w for this invariant. 
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manifold and i,(M) the set of isotopy classes of embeddings of S’ in M. Let [f] E i,(M) 
and [g] E X,(M). We want to perform the Thorn-Pontrjagin construction onfand compose 
it with g to give an element of n,(S ,-‘). However,fmay not have a trivial normal bundle. 
To circumvent this problem, we think off(S) as the union of two hemispheres D:, D”_, 
identified by the characteristic function of Y(J). Over either disc, however, v(f) is trivial. 
Now form a disc bundle over S” by identifying 0: x D m-s and Of_ x D”-” along the 
equator. Let em = Int 0: x D”-‘. If r 5 m - 2, which will always be true in cases of 
interest here, X,(M) z n,(M - e); thus g is homotopic to a map into M - e. To see this, 
consider the homology sequence of the pair (M - c, Ze): 
i 
* * * --f H,(de) + H,(M - e)3Hi(~~-e,de)3Ni_,(ae)-... 
For i I m - 2, H,(de) = 0, so j is an isomorphism. Now H,(M - e, de) z H,(M,pt) by 
excision, thus H,(M - e) z H,(M,pt), and this ismorphism is induced by the composition 
of maps 
(M - e, 0) + (M - e, de) --* (M, P) -+ (M,pt). 
By the Whitehead theorem it follows that n;(M) M rrj(M - e) for i I m - 2. 
We now have essentially the normal bundle offrestricted to 0:; as soon as we select 
an orientation for v(f), there is a unique trivialization. Applying the Thorn-Pontrjagin 
construction (cf. [16]), we obtain a map k: M - e -+ S”-“, unique up to homotopy, i.e. an 
element of the cohomotopy group n m-S(M - e). By the remark above, we can compose k 
with g to obtain an element of n,(.S “-“), which we denote by w(f, g), or, if there is no con- 
fusion, by o(S’, S”). Note that w depends on the isotopy class ofland the homotopy class 
of g. As in [S], when 2m 2 3s -t- 4 and Mm is (2s - m f 2)-connected, we can identify 
i,(M) and n,(M); then o is defined on n,(M) x z,(M). 
According to [S], o: n,(M) x rrs(M) --) ~c~(S~-~) is (- I)“-symmetric and bilinear. We 
now use o to define a map I’: .&7rpi(M) + 1 TL,,(S~-~J) by I’(xp,, . . ..x.,) = (w(x,~, x,,,), 
i < j 
~(x~,,xp*)~...~~~p,l,xp~_, )) for xpl E C rpi(M). Since o is bilinear, it is clear that, for t > 2, 
I’ cannot be a homomorphism. 
We now define IF : p.&7rPi+k(M x Rk) --* ~&,)+k_l(Sm+k-l) as follows. We have the 
isomorphisms 
F&,,+k,r(S”+“-‘) = &,,+k-l(Sm+li-‘) 
+ 2 FC,,+,_ I@~+~- ‘) 
=ij “pi+k_r(Sm-PJ- ‘) 
+ c npi+k--l(Som-pi) 
where FCp,+k-,(S m+k-l) is the group of isotdpy classes of framed embeddings of Spi+lr-r 
c Sm+k-l, which, in the stable range, is just rtp,+L_l (SO,_,J for 2(m + k - 1) 2 3(pi + k 
- 1) + 4, i.e. k I2m - 3pi - 2, since in the stable range there is just one isotopy class of 
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unframed embeddings and FCpi+k_l(Sm+k-l ) is isomorphic to the set of isotopy classes of 
framings on Spi+k-r in Sm+‘-r. Extend I’ to a map 
I’: p,;p,~pi+k@‘f x Rk) + i~jtlp,+k(Sm-P’) 
in the obvious way and define 
by the diagram 
I: p,&p,+k(M x Rk> -+ L(p)+k(Sm+k) 
c zp,+&(M x RL): c s-1 
PI l C&J) i<j 
.7r‘+<tS’“-P’) -’ c E:p,+i_ L(Sm-pJ-‘) 
i<j 
Here S-’ is the desuspension homomorphism, which is an isomorphism for 2m > 3p + 
(k - 2), and II/ is the 1-I correspondence between the link group L~p)+k_I(Sm+k-l) and 
i~~Pi+k_,(Sm-P~-l) established in [l], sec. 5. We observe that I vanishes if k > 0 (see (1.5), 
part 1). 
Let a: zP,+k(M x Rk)+ r pl+k_i(SOnz__pi) be the classifying element of the normal 
bundle, and define 1, : 1 7ip,+k(?d x Ak) + FL~p~+k-l(Sm+k-‘) by I, = I + CZ, using the 
Pie(P) 
above isomorphism 
FL (p)+k-l(Sm+k-l) = i~j~p,+k-l(~m-P’-L) 
+ c np,+k-l(Som-pi). 
Note that since I = 0 for k > 0, IF = u for k > 0. 
$4. ON INTERSECTIONS 
In this section we collect various results on intersections of submanifolds which are 
needed in the sequel. 
We will have occasion to make use of an extension of a result of Haefliger ([7], p. 24 j-07). 
Haefliger’s result may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 2. (Haefliger). Let M” be a smooth manifold. Let f:Dp + M and g: 04 + M 
be embeddings uch thatf(dDP) n g(Dq) =f(D”) n g(ZDq) = 0. rf(l) M is (p + q - m + l)- 
connected and (2) 2m 2 max(p, q) + p + q + 3, then there is an isotopy f, off, fixed on aDp, 
such that f,(D”) n g(aDP) = @ andf,(DP) n g(Dq) = 0, ifand only ifwv, g) = Oi. 
t We use w here and in Corollary 4, even though we are dealing with intersections of discs rather than 
spheres since it is clear that w could just as well be defined on discs. In 55.2, we give a generalization of w 
to intersections of arbitrary submanifolds. 
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The theorem requires that we extend the domain of w to embedded discs. This is done 
as follows: Isotop f( D’) and g(D4) so that they intersect transversally. Then their inter- 
section is a submanifold W of I( D’), which has a field of (m - s) normal vectors.? This 
framing can be obtained by restricting the normal framing of g(D4) tof‘( 0”). Note that, 
since f and g are transverse, normal vectors to g(Dy) are tangent to f(D”). Applying the 
Thorn-Pontrjagin construction, we get an element w(L g) of np(SmVq). Similarly, we can 
get an element o(g,f). The two are equal up to sign under stable suspension. 
We need a partial extension of Theorem 2 to the case where we have any finite number 
discs. This is done in Corollary 4 below, which contains the additional restriction that 
Z(fDi) c dM. For this we need 
LEMMA 3. Let X” be a k-connected, compact smooth manifold, and A” a subcomplex of 
X in some triangulation. Then X - A has connectiGty c = min (m - n - 2, k). 
Proof. This follows by a general position argument. 
COROLLARY 4. Let Mm be a manifold with boundary and let fi : 0; + M be embedded 
(closed) discs with Z(f(Di)) c c?M andf;(dDi) n fj(Dj) =fi(Di) n fj(?Dj) = 0 for ail i, j. 
If, for all i # j, 
(1) M is (ni + nj - m + 1)-connected 
and 
(2) 2m 2 tlUX(ni, nj)+ nj + nj + 3, 
then there exists a sequence of isotopies of the Di mod boundaries, such that after performing 
the isotopies, the D, are all disjoint if and only if o(D, , Dj) = 0 for all i, j. 
Remark. Let n = max ni . Then we can replace (1) and 
(1)’ M is (2n - m + I)-connected. 
(2)’ 2m 2 3n + 3. 
(2) by the stronger conditions 
Proof. We use induction. Let oi,j = o(Di, Dj). Since W, j = 0 for j > 1, there is a 
sequence c1 i of isotopies such that after performing them, D,‘n Dj = @ for all i. These 
isotopies leave the ~i,j unchanged. NOW assume that after some isotopies, each of the 
l-i 
D ,, a.0 D,_, is disjoint from every Di . Then M - U Di has, by Lemma 3, connectivity 
i=l 
c = min (m - ni - 2, max (ni + nj - m + 1)). Since 2m 2 3n + 3, c = Zn - m + 1. Now 
lsisl-1 i.j 
1-t 
there exists a sequence Gj.1 of isotopies in M - U Di, pushing the Dj away from D,. 
i=l 
Since the isotopies occur in the complement of D,, . . . , D,_, , they cannot introduce any 
new intersections with the Dj (j < I- 1). This completes the proof. 
We now extend the definitions of o and I’ to cover intersections of arbitrary submani- 
folds. This will be needed in $5.2. Wf: use the intersection invariant of Wells, which we 
denote by o’.$ It reduces to w when the intersecting submanifolds are spheres. When we 
t i.e. normal to W in f(D9. 
$ This is not Wells’ original notation. 
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have several intersecting manifolds, we define I’ as before by 
I’(lV,,, * * * -VP,> = b’(& 3 asp,), ~‘W,, 7 up*)’ 
* * * NNpr, N,p_ ,N. 
$5. PROOFS OF EXACTNESS 
We now establish the exactness of the sequence of Theorem 1 ($2). We give the argu- 
ments for k = 1; the arguments for the other terms in the sequence are analagous. The case 
of unframed links will be discussed separately in $6. 
5.1. Exactness at FLC,,(Sm) 
As remarked above in $3, 
FL (p)+k-,(Sm+~-~) M L{p)+k_#‘+k-l) 
-t c FC,,+k-I(S’“+k-‘) 
= i;jx,i+k- l(Sm-P’-‘) 
+  c nPi+k- I(sOin-Pi) 
with 1~ : 1 T$,,+,(d’f X R) + F.&)+k_, being defined by components as I, = I + ~1, where 
Tm I c C zpifk-r(S m-p’-‘) and Im r E C ~p,+k_l(.SOm_pi). 
We first prove a lemma. Let ft = [0, co). We attach a disc to M x a as follows: Let 
H”+l 5 D”I+t be the “half-moon” defined by t,n+l 2 0, and attach HmC’ to M x R along 
the m-disc defined by r,,,+, = 0. Then straighten the angles as usual. The resulting manifold, 
[M x fi] u H”‘+l, is diffeomorphic to M x fi. We denote this attaching disc by 0:. 
Let I be a link in D$ c M, and Fan element of c rrpitk_t (SO,_J, and assume &I, F) = 0. 
Then I bounds discs (DPifl)’ in M x a and discs (Dpi”) in Hm+‘). We observe that 
I’(DP’+ 1 . . . DPt+‘) and I’((DPl+l)‘, . . . (DP’+‘)‘) are defined, in the extended sense given 
at the end of $4. 
LEMMA 5. Let M be a smooth manifold and I a link in [M x R] u Hmil, bounding 
discs (Dpi+‘)’ in M x a and discs (DP’f’)i in Hm+‘. Let a = I’(Dpl+‘, . . . Dpc”) and 
b = I’((D”” )‘, . . . (DPCfl)‘) and let SPi+l = Dpi+l u - (Dp’+‘)‘; i.e. we orient the Dp’+’ 
and the (Dpifl)’ to be consistent on their common boundary, and then orient the Spli’ to be 
consistent with the (DP’+‘)‘. Then I’(Sp’+‘, . . . SPr+‘) = a - 6. 
In other words, if a is the intersection invariant of the “bottom” discs, and b the 
intersection invariant of the “top” discs, then the intersection invariant of the spheres 
formed by glueing together corresponding discs is a - 6. 
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Proof (and picture) for t 3 = _. 
Looking at the definition of I’ in $4, we have D, n D, c U c D,, 0; n 0; c U’ 
c D;, and we enlarge U, U’ so that U u U’ is also diffeomorphic to R’. Let dim D, = 
dim 0; = r, dim 0; = dim D, = s. Let p, p’ be the elements of rr,(SmAs) obtained by 
applying+.the Thorn-Pontrjagin construction to framings of v(D, n D,) in U, and of 
v(D; n 0;) in (I’. Then p(U’) = pt. in S”-” and p’(U) = pt. in S”-‘. Thus, putting them 
together by the addition in n,(S “-‘), the result follows. The proof for t > 2 is similar. 
Now let a E 1 rrpi+ i(M x R) be represented by embedded Sp”’ c M x R. By trans- 
P,E(P) 
lating the spheres we can assume that Sp’+’ c R = [M x 81 u Hmwl. Isotop the Spifl 
so that Spi+l n HmC1 are discs Dpic’ which are to be chosen later. Suppose Z((S”+‘)) = b 
and I((DPi”)‘) = a - b with SPY+’ = #“+I ” - (DPi+i)‘; h t e minus sign refers to orienta- 
tion. Now pick the Dpi+’ so that a = 6, then I((Dpl”)‘) = 0 and by Haefliger’s theorem 
on the classification of links in a sphere, we can choose the (Dpi+‘) for any a. Then 
Z((Dprfl)‘) = 0 and, by Corollary 4, after a sequence of isotopies we can assume the (DP1+l)’ 
are disjoint. Let I be the link formed by the spheres 8Dpr+’ and framed by the restriction 
of the framing on the (Dpi+‘)‘. Then I represents I,(a), where we take I c dH”+’ = Sm+l. 
On the other hand, I is clearly trivial in M since the (Dpi+l)’ are disjoint. Thus cp o 1, = 0, 
i.e. Im 1, c ker cp. 
For the converse, let I be a framed link in dHm”. If q(f) = 0, then I bounds disjoint 
framed discs (DP’+‘)’ m M x 8. Let (Dpi+ ‘) be discs bounded by f in H”‘+‘, and let 
S Pi+1 = DPi+l u - (Dpi+‘)‘. Then IF(SpL+l ) = I. For the normal framing of the pi-spheres 
in 1 are just the classifying elements of the normal bundles of the SPi+‘, while I(SPifl) is 
just the unframed link I, by Wall [8], part I, Lemma 7. This completes the proof of exactness 
at FL,(S”). 
5.2. Exactness at FL&V) 
Recall ($3) that F&,,(S”) acts on F&,,(M) as a transformation group. Then the type 
of exactness we want is the following: Let I,, f2 be links in L(,)(M). Then c(f,) = c(f,) if 
and only if there is an element a E F&,,(S”) such that a . I, = I,. This is trivial in one 
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direction: if u . I, = lz, it follows that ~(a/,) = c(l,). But a . I, is the operation of taking the 
componentwise framed connected sum of I, with a link q(a) whose components are null- 
homotopic. Thus (ca . I!) = ~(1~). 
To prove the converse ue need a lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let M be a smooth manifold and N,,, . . . Npr submantfolds of M x I such that 
z(N,, u * * * v N,$ consists of two (p)-finks I,, I, with 10 c M x 0 and 1‘ c M x 1. Let 
Nil - . * Njv be submantfolds of M x I, disjoint from the NpI, such that S(N;, u . . . ” N;,) 
is a (p)-link 1 c M x 0. Assume I’(N,,, . . . N,?) = a, I’(Ni,, . . . Ni$ = b. Then 1, + [ is 
defined and bounds submantfolds Wrl, . . . Wpr such tht d Wpi = I, + I in M x 0 and I, in 
M x 1 and with I’( W,,, . . . W,,) = a + 6. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that o’(&, NPj) = 0. Let W,, = N,, # Nii. Then the 
only terms contributing are of the form w’(Wri, Wpj) = cu’(NP1 # NLi, N,, # N;,) = 
o’(NPi, NP,) + w’(Nii, Ni,). Looking at the definition of the addition in the homotopy 
group n,,(S m--pJ), and at the definition of n and b, it is clear that Z’(W,,(, ulp,) = a + b, 
i.e. Z’(NP, # Ni,, . . . NPP # NiJ = a + b (cf. Lemma 5). 
We also need a result of Wells. By an argument similar to that used to prove Corollary 4, 
Wells’ result [9] can be extended to the case where we have more than two intersecting 
submanifolds. Thus, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 7. Let Mm be a mantfold and N,, . . . Nr submantfolds with dim Ni = ni . 
Let n = max ni . Assume 8Ni c dM and Ni - dN, c M - aM and that aNi n aiVj = 0 for 
aN i, j. If o’(Ni , Nj) = 0 / or all i, j (see $4 for definitions) and if also 
(1) M, Ni , Nj are all (ni + nj - m)-connected 
(2) 2m 2 ni + nj + max(nt + 2, m - k) 
(3) nt, nj 2 2(ni + nj - m + 3) 
for all i, j, then there is a sequence of isotopies mod boundaries such that after performing the 
isotopies, the Ni are all disjoint. 
We now proceed with the proof that c(f,) = c(fJ implies that there is an a such that 
al, = i2. Let I, and Z2 be framed links with c(f,) = c(lJ, i.e. with homotopic components. 
Then there is a homotopy Gi (which can be taken to be an embedding) for each component, 
with Gi : (SPi x I) + M x I, and hence a smooth map G: u Spi x I+ M x Z such that 
G(x, O)ISpl=Kopix 0, G(x, l)lSpi=Kpi x 1. Let b=I’(..i- Gi(SP’ x I)) and let I be a 
link in some ball Bin M x 0, i.e. in Im cp, which bounds discs with intersection invariant - b. 
We assume B is disjoint from Im G. Such a link I exists because, according to Haefliger [l], 
links K(p) c S” are classified by linking elements c rrpi SmVpj-r and are just the desuspen- 
i<j 
sions of the intersection invariant (lying in 1 rpi+ ,Smmpj). 
iCj - 
Let bars denote the underlying unframed link of a framed1 ink. Then -I, + I is defined 
(since the components are disjoint) and bounds submanifolds with intersection invariant - 
zero (this is essentially Lemma 5 and Corollary 7) SO that -I,+ I and -1, are isotopic as 
unframed links. Note that ~(1,) = c(Z, +1) since c(l) = 0. 
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We now consider the framings. Since 7 + 1 =x, there is a framing F’ of (< +I) 
- 
such that (II +I, F’) = (12. FJ. Now, there is a framin, 0 F of 1 such that Fl + F is homotopic 
to F.’ Thus, (<, F,) + (I, F) = (c +I, F’) = (G,F,). Now let a represent (I, F). Then 
we have proved a . I, =I,, as framed links. 
In other words, we remove the intersections of the cylinders in the homotopy G, 
obtaining an isotopy; thus there is an element I E FL,,,(S”) such that I, . I= 12, so that the 
sequence is exact at F&,,(M) in the sense mentioned. (See Fig. 2.) 
MXI 
FIG. 2 
5.3. Exactness at C IT,,(M). 
Here we show Im c = ker 1, = ker(l + a). To show Im c c ker (I + a) let I E F.&,(M) 
and let c(l) = (x,, . . . XJ E 1 n,,(M). Now a link is an embedding of spheres which are 
disjoint and thus do not intersect. So all the o(Jpi, .Pf) = 0, hence Z(x,, . . . x,) = 0. More- 
over c is defined on FY+,,(M), so its image gives us only homotopy classes coming from 
links whose components have a trivial normal bundle. Thus Im c E ker (I + u). 
On the other hand, suppose x = (x,, . . . , x,) E c n,,(M) lies in ker (I + z). Then 
1(x,, . . . x,) = 0 implies that Z’(x,, . . . , x,) = 0, since desuspension is an isomorphism in this 
range of dimensions (see the commutative diagram on p. 10). Thus all w(xi, xi) = 0, so 
x1,.*.,-t Y representdisjointspheresand hence define a link. Moreover, since c((x,, . . . , x,) = 0, 
each xi has a trivial normal bundle, and hence can be framed. 
Since I= 0 for k > 0, the above arguments extend to exactness at r rrp,(hi x Rk). 
This completes the proof of exactness of the sequence of Theorem 1. 
$6. UNFRAMED LINKS 
We can obtain a short exact sequence analagous to that in Theorem 1 for unframed links : 
0 + &7,(Sm> 2 &)(W -: p,&5m) : &p)- lvm- ‘1. 
To do this we redefine 40 and c in the obvious way on unframed links; I is the same as 
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before. The proofs of exactness are essentially unchanged. The left-most group in this 
sequence is 0, corresponding to the fact that Im I: 1 iiPi+,(iLI x R) -+L,,,(S”) is zero (as 
remarked in 93). 
Remark. The direct analog of the sequence in Theorem 1, namely 
. ..~L~.,iI(Sm+‘)~L~,,+,(ILI X P): 
p zJ;+ r(iM x R) L -&,,(S”) + . . . 
breaks up into a series of short exact sequences of the form 
O+L &+@‘+k): L@)+#f X R” ) 
’ &%+k (M x R’) --) 0, 
sinceZ=Ofork>O. 
From the unframed short exact sequence, we obtain 
COROLLARY 8. The only (p)-lirzk in S”, which is trivial in M, is the triviaI (p)-link. 
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